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Porousflow of buoyant liquid through partially molten rock is regardedas the initial transportprocessleading to magma segregationin the mantle. Recent work has identified the importance of
matrix deformation and compaction in this process. We present finite-differencecalculationsbased
on a generalizedform of Darcy's law that includesmatrix deformation,in two-dimensionalCartesian
and cylindrical coordinates. We emphasizethe existenceof solitary wave solutions,called magmons.
Thesewavesare regionsof locallyhigh porositythat ascendthroughregionsof low, uniform porosity.
They differ from diapirs,where the liquid and matrix ascendtogether. The one-dimensionalwaves
that were previouslyreported are found to be unstablein two dimensions,breaking down to form
two-dimensional waves of circular cross section. Both the development of the instability and the
form of the two-dimensionalwaves are supportedby theoreticalanalysis. Numerical experimentsin
which two-dimensionalwavescollide show that the extent to which they are conservedafter collision
dependson the lateral offsetof the waves. The conservationcan be very good; in other cases,larger

wavesappearto grow at the expenseof smallerwaves. Althoughthe quantificationof the relevant
permeabilityand rheologicalparametersremains uncertain,geophysicallyplausibleestimatessuggest
wavelengthsof kilometersand velocitiesof centimetersper year. In our preliminaryassessment
of the
relevanceof theseresultsto igneousprocesses,
we find that magmonsare unlikely to be important in
regionsof broad upwelling,suchas beneathspreadingcenters. Here the transportof liquid adjuststo
match the supplyby melting, and compactionprocesses
are not important. If liquid is suppliedfrom
below to a stablepartially molten region of the asthenosphere,
it is expectedto ascendin magmons.
This may occur beneath oceanic volcanic centersor in subcontinentalmantle. It is possiblethat
magma ascentin magmonsleadsto spatialand temporal episodicityof volcanicactivity, if higher
level processesdo not obscurethis influence. The waveform of a magmon ascendsfaster than the
liquid within the magmon, so new liquid is taken in from above, while original liquid is lost from
below. Consequently,magmonscan mobilize small degreesof partial melt and deliver it rapidly to
the surface.

magma chambers,where fractional crystallizationwill dom-

1. INTRODUCTION

The initial processin the genesisof igneous rock is the
partial melting of some source rock in the earth. The
magma must then ascendand segregatefrom its parent rock
by processes
that result in emplacementof the magma at or
near the earth's surface. Experimental observationsof candidate mantle rocks [Waft and Bulau, 1979; Vaughanet al.,
1982] show that the liquid can form an interconnectednetwork within the crystalline matrix; the liquid could therefore flow relative

to the matrix.

This has motivated

inate.

In consideringthe porous flow process,it is important to
note that melting of the parent rock may be occurring at
the same time. In different settings,either the melting rate
or the transport processmay be the rate-limiting factor in
magma supply. In the former case,the compaction process
is unimportant and Darcy's law is an adequate description

us to

of the porous flow. In the latter case, Darcy's law must be
modified

to

include

the

effect

of

matrix

deformation.

Recently, studiesof this system[Scottand Stevenson,1984;
regard buoyancy-drivenporous flow as the initial transport
Richter and McKenzie, 1984] have led to the identification
processleading to melt segregation.
of solitary wave solutions,consistingof localized regionsof
Other transport processeswill doubtlesstake over at later
high porosity that ascend through the porous matrix. In
times. For example, transport through the brittle lithothis paper we extend our study of these solutions to two
sphere probably occurs through cracks [Weertman, 1971;
spatial dimensions and make a preliminary assessmentof
Shaw, 1980; Stevenson,1983; Spera, 1984; Spenceand Turtheir impact on igneousprocesses.
cotte, 1985]. The porous flow process is particularly
interestingbecausethe melt is in intimate contact with the
2. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE COMPACTION PROCESS
matrix through which it is flowing. The geochemicalsignaThe missing element in a physical model of the buoyant
ture acquired by the melt during porous flow may be
ascent
of a liquid by porous flow has been a descriptionof
observable;in particular, it may be distinct from the signatures of higher level processesinvolving larger conduits or the deformation and compaction of the matrix. This is
necessarybecause the liquid cannot escape from a closed
porous systemunlessthe matrix compactsto fill the spaceit
Copyright 1986 by the American GeophysicalUnion.
leaves. This description has been supplied by several

authors recently [Scott and Stevenson, 1984; McKenzie,
1984; Fowler, 1984]. In particular,a definitive introduction
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has been provided by McKenzie [ 1984]. Our preferred formulation differs in its general approach from that of
McKenzie, although the resulting set of governingequations
are essentiallythe same. We reservethe details of this formulation for Appendix A. The equations that govern the
coupled flow of the liquid and the deforming matrix, taken
from Appendix A, are
Equation (A2)

Of__
0 [(l_f)V/]
Equation (A 15)

oo+ptbo--o;•
+(pt-p•)bo--(•-2hn)b•bo+2nb
o (3)
The constitutive relation is like that used for a compressible
fluid, except that the liquid pressure appearsas a reference
for the pressure in the solid matrix. Compaction should
not occur when these are equal.
In Appendix B, we analyze a simple dynamic model of
the microscopic compaction of the matrix. This is
presentedto clarify the physicalmeaning of • and rl and to
provide an understanding of the important role of the pressure differencebetween the matrix and the liquid. A realistic model of the compaction processwould be much more
complex, but this simple model illustratesthree featuresthat
realistic models

-gAplSiz
+O•j
(o•j+pl•5•j)
1 Of(oij+pllSij)

solution.

(•-f)

Equation (A2) is the continuity condition for the two-phase
system, and equation (A15) is a modified form of Darcy's
law. To close this system,we must provide a description of
the matrix rheology and the matrix permeability. These are
discussed below.

2.1. RheologicalDescriptionof the Matrix
The novel feature of this physical model is the dynamic
deformation of the matrix. It is therefore natural to start by
consideringthe rheological description of the matrix. Take
an isotropic and locally uniform element of the matrix,
large compared to the grain size but small compared to the
scale length of variations in quantities such as the porosity
and grain size. The rheologicalbehavior of this element can
be divided into two types of flow.
The first is simple shear, with no compaction occurring,
describedby the constitutive relation:

The shear stress is related to the shear strain rate by a
viscosity rl, which will be a function of porosity.
Specifically, rl is expected to decrease as the porosity
increases. This decrease is partly due to the reduction of
material in the matrix framework and partly due to liquidenhanced creep processes.
The secondtype of flow is pure compaction. The porosity
is reduced, and liquid is expelled due to a different state of
stressin the matrix and the liquid. Unlike McKenzie, we
explicitly relate the compaction to a differencebetween the

pressure
in the solidmatrix,pS,and that in the liquid,pl,
sincewe believe this clarifiesthe physicsof the process:

pl--pS--•(f)bkk

should share:

1. The pressure difference between the solid and liquid
drives the compaction. This is true even if the compaction
mechanism involves grain boundary transport or pressure

2. Terms of order f relative to the main terms (such as
the third term on the fight-hand side of (A15) above) may
exist but cannot be computed with confidence. Different
assumptions are found to lead to different terms of this
order. Thus different theoretical approachesare only likely
to agreein the limit f-*0.
3. The value of • and rl may vary stronglywith the porosity f, when f<< 1. For example,the viscositiesmay vary as
f-'•, with exponentm lying betwen 0 and 1.
We know of two experimental studies that provide estimates of the rheologicalparametersrl and •. The first is
that of Cooperand Kohlstedt [1984]. The purposeof these
experiments was to investigate the importance of liquidenhanced processesin the compaction of an olivine aggregate; the liquid used was a synthetic silicate of basaltic composition. The compaction process differed from that
defining • becauseit occurredthrough the collapseof void
space, not through the expulsion of liquid. However, the
results are important because they demonstrate that the
rate-limiting processin the compaction is transport along
solid-solid grain boundaries, where the liquid is absent.
There is a modest increase in the rate of compaction when
liquid is present because the diffusion path in the grain
boundaries is shortened by the presence of liquid in the
pores. The grain size used in these experimentswas around
10 gm, so we cannot directly obtain a value of the bulk
viscosity applicable to coarse-grained mantle rocks. The

secondstudy is that of Auer et al. [1981], in which they
subjected partially molten fine-grained granite to moderate
deviatoric stresses, under conditions of much greater
hydrostatic stress. They also concluded that the creep rate
was limited by solid-stateprocesses,up to a critical value of
around 20% liquid. At this point the shear viscosity drops
due to loss of structural integrity of the matrix, as proposed

(2) by Arzi [1978]. In light of thesestudies,we proposevalues

This definesa bulk viscosity•, relating the rate of compaction to the pressuredifference between the two phases. We
note that it is different from the bulk viscosity of a single
compressiblephase, although it is mathematically similar.
The flow associatedwith this viscosity is occurring on the
scaleof the grain size. This microscopicflow could involve
whole grain deformation, grain boundary diffusion, and

for rl and • equal to the likely shearviscosityof crystalline

mantle materialcloseto the solidus,perhaps1019Pa s,
reflectinga small degreeof liquid-enhancement.

2.2. Permeability of the Matrix

A second material property, the permeability of a partially molten rock, is also unknown. The functional dependence of the permeability k on the porosityf has a major
liquid-enhanced processesaround the pore space.
impact on quantitative aspectsof porous flow phenomena.
The constitutive forms above can be combined in a single To condensevarious arguments, considera simple form for
constitutive relation:
the permeability:
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Fig. 1. The development of two-dimensional solitary waves. Each frame •s a contour plot of liquid fraction in two-

dimensionalspace.The contouringschemeis as follows:the checkedpatternshowsvalueswithin 2% of f0--0.01;the
whiteareashowshighervalues,contouredwith an intervalof 0.2 Jb;valueslessthan 98% of f0 are stippled,and contouredwith an intervalof 0.02 f0, one-tenthof that in the white areas.This schemeis designed
to illustratethe gross
behaviorof the systemand any smallfluctuations
aboutf0. This experimentis performedon a two-dimensional
Cartesian grid usingequations(A16a) and (A16b); the numerical method is describedin Appendix C. The lateral boundary
conditionsare periodic; each frame showstwo periods for clarity. The grid scrollsupward, ascending1.56 times the
frame height between each frame. The initial state, shown in the first frame, is a one-dimensionalsolitary wave with

white noiseaddedto the waveform(but not to the backgroundvaluef0). This distributionis unstablein two dimensions;the liquid localizeslaterally as the waveform ascends.The width of the grid was chosenafter performingan experiment on a wider grid to establishthe preferred lateral wavelengthof the instability. This wavelengthand the
growth rate of the instability are consistentwith the linear stability resultsshown in Figure 4. The nondimensional

heightof eachframeis 0.06. Thenondimensional
ascent
velocityof theframeis 4.7x10-4. Thetotalelapsed
timeis
800.

k-a2fn
b

Toramaru and Fujii [this issue] have suggestedthat the

(4)presence
oforthopyroxenes
inthe
mineral
assemblage
leads
to nonconnectivity of the porous network. This may call

wherea is the grainsizeand n and b are dimensionless
for someadaptation
of the permeability
functionusedin
parameters.The notationis that usedby Richterand modeling.
McKenzie

[ 1984].

We feel that there is theoretical and experimental
justification for a value of n between 2 and 3 for partially
molten rocks of low (<20%) porosity. The Blake-KozenyCarman equation is widely used to model the permeabilities
of porous systems. The theoretical basis of this equation,

We should also address the problem raised by Waft
[1980] arising from the control of surfacetension on the

microscopic texture. In his model, the macroscopic pressure differencesdue to buoyancy, which we balance with the
viscous stressesdue to flow, are everywhere balanced by
microscopic pressure differences due to surface tension.
describedby Carman [1937], dictatesthat the exponentn is Consequently,no flow occurs. This is a purely static model
determined by the functional dependence of the mean and may be unstable when the dynamics of flow are introhydraulic radius on porosity. The mean hydraulic radius is duced. We cannot state this with confidence at the present
the reciprocal of the surface area of the pore spaceper unit due to the difficulties of linking the microscopic and
volume; it is therefore an inverse measure of the resistance macroscopic scalesof the problem.
of the network to flow. This assumption leads to n•2 for a
3. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
network of randomly oriented tubes of constant cross sec-

tion and to n--3 for a bed of packed spheres. (Strictly, k

Our main interest has been in studying the behavior and

variesasf3/( l_f)2 in thiscase;thedenominator
hasnegligi- stability of the solitary wave solutionsreported for the oneThe texture of partially molten dimensionalcaseby Scott and Stevenson[ 1984]. The oneultramafic rocks reportedby Waft and Bulau [1979] and dimensionalsolitary wavesconsistof regionsof locally high
Vaughanet al. [1982] lies, subjectively,betweenthesetwo liquid content that ascend over a constant, lower backcases. The experimentsof Maaloeand Scheie [1982] sup- ground porosity J•. In the upper half of the wave, the

ble effect when f<<l.)

port this qualitative argument. They determined the rate of
flow of liquids through a model porous system of compacted glassbeads, intended to imitate the texture of partially molten rock. For porosities in the range between
0.5% and 20%, the data are fit best by a value of n between

matrix dilates in responseto the arrival of more liquid than
can be accommodatedby Darcy flow. Symmetrically, the
matrix compacts in the lower half. The wave is therefore
accompaniedby a dipole of pressuredifferencebetween the
liquid and matrix. The passageof the wave leaves no dis2 and 3.
turbance in the amplitude of the background porosity J•.
The value of the multiplicative constant b is lesscritical. Furthermore, the solitary waves behave, to a very good
Its value is partly determined by the tortuousity of the net- approximation, as solitons; this means that the individual
work, expressedby the ratio of the distance between two wavesare co9served
in collisions
betweenwaves.Suchcolpoints in the systemand the actual distancetraveled by the lisions arise because the ascent velocity of the waves
liquid between those points.
increaseswith the amplitude of the wave.
As noted by McKenzie [1984], it is likely that the porous
The numerical study of the governingequationshas now
network remains interconnecteddown to very small porosi- been extended to two spatial dimensions, for both Cartesian
ties, at least for the olivine-basalt systemsthat have been and cylindrical coordinates.Some notes on the method are
studied experimentally. This is due to the control of surface presented in Appendix C. Recalling the considerationsof
energieson the microscopic texture of the partial melt. matrix viscosity and permeability discussedabove and in
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Fig. 2. A collision of cylindrically symmetricsolitarywaves. This sequenceshowsan experimentin cylindricalpolar
coordinateswith no azimuthal variation, simulatingan axially symmetricthree-dimensionalsystem.See Figure 1 for

the contouringscheme;the only changeis to the contourintervalin the whiteareas,whichis 0.25f0. The experiment
was performed in half the region shown in the plot, with symmetry boundary conditions acrossr--0. Equations
(A17a) and (A17b) were used. The initial stateconsistsof two sphericalsolitarywaves,which when taken individually
ascendunchangedthrough a region of uniform liquid fraction. The numbersabove the first frame are the volumesof
liquid in the large and small waves, scaledto the volume of the large wave. The number above the last frame is the
volume of the large wave after the collision. The experiment showsthat the collisionconservesthe shapeand volume
of the large wave very well. The smaller wave is disturbedbut retainsits identity. The uniform backgroundis also
somewhat disturbed. The axial symmetry means that this collision is necessarilyperfectly centered. The frame ascends0.45 times the frame height betweeneach frame. The nondimensionalheight of each frame is 0.12. The nondi-

mensional
ascent
velocity
of theframeis4.5x 10-4. Thetotalelapsed
timeis480.
Appendix B, the functional dependenceof these quantities
on f must be prescribed. Studies of the one-dimensional
system have showed that varying these dependencesaltered
the results quantitatively. Qualitative aspects,notably the
existenceof solitary waves, were unaltered. We have therefore chosen to concentrate on a specific case for the twodimensional experiments:

n=3

(--q--const

(5)

This caseproves to be the most analytically tractable within
the physically reasonable range of choices. The constant
viscosities correspond to the choice m--0 in our earlier
report.

Less extensive experimentation on the two-dimensional

systemhas been performedwith ( varying as 1If and q=0.
In this case we assumethat the strong dependenceof the
bulk viscosity on f allows us to neglect the effects of the
shear viscosity. This corresponds, in some sense, to the
choice rn= 1 in our earlier report. The general features of
these experiments are the same as those shown here.
The numerical experiments shown in Figures 1, 2 and 3
were performed to address two specific issues that arose
from the identification of solitary wave solutions in one
dimension.

1. What is the fate of one-dimensional solitary waves in
two dimensions? Refering to Figure 1, the one-dimensional
waves are unstable in two dimensions, breaking down in the
time it takes to ascend several of times their own height.
Some analysisof this instability is presentedin section4.
2. Do solitarywavesexist in two dimensions?Stablesolitary waves of approximately circular cross-section
exist in
two, and probably three, spatial dimensions. Their development from a one-dimensional solution is seen in Figure 1.
The waves used in the initial statesin Figures 2 and 3 are
all solitarywaves,preservingtheir shapeand amplitude during ascent. The circular form of the wavesis supportedby
the analysispresentedin section 5.

3. Do two-dimensional solitary waves share the approximate soliton behavior

of the one-dimensional

waves when

they collide? The collisions shown in Figures 2 and 3a-3c
showthat they retain some of their identity. In particular, a
large and fast moving wave survivescollisionswith smaller
waves quite well. It may be that large waves tend to pick
up liquid from smaller waves, but this hypothesisrequires
further testing.
At this point we can discussand justify the assumption
(introduced at the end of Appendix A) concerning the use
of local governing equations in a global frame of reference.
In any of the experiments described above, we could
remove the permeability of the matrix (k--O) while leaving
an inhomogeneousdistribution of buoyancy arising from
the distribution of porosity. Gravity would still drive
motions in the resulting system:for example, a circular solitary wave would resemble an ascending diapir, and a
Rayleigh-Taylor instability would occur in the layer in Figure 1. Such motions are excludedby the equationswe have
used. For the experiments presented here we can show a
posteriori that these motions would be very small, with
velocities less than 1% of the porous flow velocities. This
may result in gradual dispersionof the solitary waves. An
advantage of this approximation is that the equations are
reasonablytractable to analysis,as demonstratedbelow.
4. LINEAR STABILITY ANALYSIS

In order to understand the instability shown in Figure 1,
we have studied linearized forms of the governing equations. Complete linearization of the two-dimensional equations provides no interesting behavior or instability. However, it is possibleto analyze infinitesimal lateral perturbations to a finite amplitude one-dimensional wave. With this
analysiswe identify growing instabilities whose character is
consistent with the numerical finite amplitude instabilities
reported above.

We proceed by writing the nondimensionalizedforms of
the two-dimensionalCartesian equations(A2), (A16a), and
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Fig.3. Centered
andoffsetcollisions
in twodimensions.
The contouring
scheme
is thesameasthatin Figure1.
Theseexperiments
arein two-dimensional
Cartesian
coordinates
withperiodic
boundary
conditions,
anduseequations
(A16a)and(A16b). Thethreesequences
showthesamepairof solitary
waves,
onelargeandonesmall,colliding
whencentered
(Figure3a) andwithtwooffsets
(Figures
3b and3c). Thecentered
collision
shown
in Figure3a resemblesthe pseudo-three-dimensional
collisionin Figure2 quiteclosely,whichlendsussomeconfidence
in the relevance

oftwo-dimensional
experiments.
Asin Figure2, notethegoodconservation
of thevolume
ofthelarger
wave.In Figure3cthelateraloffset
between
thetwowaves
islargeenough
forthemto passwithoutinteracting
significantly.
There
is,however,
a significant
difference
between
theendresults
in Figures
3a and3c. In Figure3a theliquidwithinthe
smallwaveisabsorbed
intothelargewave;thelargewavelosesan equivalent
volumefromitsbase,whichreforms
as
a newsmallwave.In Figure3c,thereis no suchexchange.
Theintermediate
caseis shown
in Figure3b. Thelarge
waveisshifted
laterally
duringthecollision;
it alsoemerges
with3%moreliquid(about8%of thesmaller
wave).The
smallwaveisseverely
distorted,
anda second
smallwaveisleftin thewakeof thelargewave.Theyareseparated
bya
stripdepleted
to about90%off0. Theremnant
of thesmallwavecontains
itsoriginal
liquid(asin Figure3c)andthe
newsmallwavecontainsliquidlostfrom the largewave(asin Figure3a). The frameascends
0.41 timesthe frame

height
between
eachframe.Thenondimensional
heightof eachframeis0.12. Thenondimensional
ascent
velocity
of

theframe
is4.5x10-4. Thetotalelapsed
timeis480forFigures
4aand4b,and248forFigure
4c.
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(A 16b), with O(f) terms omitted (f<< 1). This approxima- from the expressions for the one-dimensional wave. The
tion amounts to replacingfactors of (l-f) by unity wher- equations become
ever they appear.

0,[5-[5'=¾'-k, 5
ft = Wz+ Ux

where

(12)

(6)

8W(2W+
1)T=24W
[W(2W+
1)-2W][5
(7a)
W
•fn[--l+Wzz+CtWxx+(l--CL)Ujz]
+•3['y"-ctk,2'y-(1-ct)k,5']
(13a)
u--fn[Uxx+CLUzz+(
l--CL)Wzx](7b)
8tIJ(2tIJ+
1)5=V3[-k,25+o,5"+(1-o,)k
'] (13b)
a=q/(•+4/3q) and subscriptsdenote partial

differentiation. In the absence of x dependence, these where a prime now denotes differentiation with respect to
reduce to the constant viscosity (rn=0) equations used in y,--=y/X,and k, and c•, are the rescaledwave number and
growth rate. The most important feature of these rescaled
our earlier report.

The starting solution which we perturb is that for a one- equationsis that there is no explicit dependenceon %; the
dimensionalsolitarywave, describedby Scottand Stevenson solutionsare characterizedsolely by W, the wave amplitude
[1984]. The solution has f=q0(y) and W=wo(y), where relative to the backgound porosity.
Away from the wave, as y,•___oo and •1,
the
y=z-ct and c is the phasevelocity of the wave. The functions q0 and w0 therefore satisfy -cqo'=wb and coefficientsmultiplying [5, ¾, and 5 in these perturbation
Wo=qon[-l+w[], wherea prime indicatesdifferentiationwith equationsbecome constant. The asymptotic solutionsmust
respectto y. The porosity profile q0(y)assumesa constant, then have the form
low value q00in the backgroundregionaway from the wave
5
and has a maximum amplitude q0max.The profile is verti[3'"-•b ?exp(qiy,)
i-O
cally symmetricabout the peak. The velocity profile w0 is
5
relatedto q0by w0=-[q0[+c(q0-q00)].
¾'"--•c?exp(qiy,)
(14)
In the numerical modeling we used n=3 (see equation
i-0
(5)). For this particular case,the governingequationsmay
5

be integratedtwice [Richterand McKenzie,1984]to givean

5'"=•d•:exp(qiy,)

implicit expressionfor the wave profile:

i-O

The superscripts+ and - refer to y,•+_oo. Substituting
these forms into (12), (13a), and (13b) gives, for each i, a

,/W1
•/W-W
y •/(1-•/W)
+4,/W(W1 1)In[
•/W1-+•/•P-•
](8)

2•/2C,max
- 2

setof three homogeneous
linear equationsin b•, c•, and d?

where•(y)=qo(y)/qOo
and W=qOmax/qOo.
The phasevelocityis For a solution to exist, the determinant of the coefficientsin
givenby c--{p02(2W+l),
and we definethe wavelength
as these equations must be zero; this provides a quintic polynomial whose roots are the exponents qi. When evaluated
)•=2•/2cq0max.
Our perturbed solution to (6), (7a), and (7b) consistsof numerically, these roots are all found to be real. Two of
the one-dimensional wave with harmonic lateral perturba- the roots, designatedq• and q2, are always negative;two (q4
and qs) are always positive; the remaining root (q3) has the
tions:
same sign as
f =qo(y)+13(y) sinkx eøt
W=Wo(y)+c'y(y)sinkxeøt
u=c5(y)coskx eøt

(9)

Acceptablesolutionsfor [5, ¾, and 5 in equations(12),
(13a), and (13b) must converge as y,•_+oo. This is
achievedfor
2--b3=b4--b•---0(and similarlyfor

the coefficientsc•: and d?). The solutionswere obtained

numerically, using a shooting technique. We start with a
The functions [5, ¾, and 5 are unknown, as is the growth decayingsolution at large positive y,, i.e., b[L--ci+=di'L--O;
rate •. The objective of this analysisis to find the depen- i=3,4,5. For a specified
k,, the form of [•+, ¾+,and 5+ is
dence of • on the lateral wavenumber k. Substitution of (9) then completelyspecifiedby two variables,•, and b•'/b2-+
into (6), (7a), and (7b) and retaining only linear terms in These are adjusted so that when we integrate over the
waveform, we satisfythe two conditions at large negativey,,
the small quantities13,¾,and 5, yields
i.e., b]---b•--0. In our search, which was restricted to c•,>0,
this was only found to be possiblefor a finite range of k,.
The results are shown in Figure 4. For comparison, in
the numerical experiment shown in Figure 1 the initial
T= C
amplitude W= 1.8, and the horizontal wave number k,=l.9.
In the early part of the experiment the growth rate
o,--0.17. We see that the linear stability results are conwhere a prime again denotesdifferentiation with respectto sistentwith the finite amplitude results,and the assumption
that the dominant instability is that which growsthe fastest.
y.
It is important to rescalethese equations by setting the Figure 4 also shows that for each W, there is a maximum
unit of length equal to the vertical wavelength of the one- wave number for which any growth is possible. The decay
dimensional wave )•. The unit of time is set to X,/c. At this of short wavelength noise between the first and second
stagewe must set n=3, so that we may use substitutions frames of Figure 1 is thereby understandable.
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The unknown functions(p(•), to(•), and Z(•) are found to
satisfy the following three coupled, nonlinear ordinary
differential equations:
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ß ß ß ß

m--q•
• -1-(1-a)•-q•
+a2g+m'
•-m

(21a)

z--q•"
(1-a)•-(q•
-•q•")+a Z'

(2lb)

x
ß

ß

o
ß

0.1

+ +

1.5

+

ß

Equation (20) is obtained by substitution of the trial solutions into (15). Substitutionof (18a) and (19a) into (16a)
gives an equation with terms involving only •, and terms

+

0.5

1.0

1.5

(20)

2.0

2.5

3.0

that includey2; separation
of thesetwo groupsgivesequa-

Fig. 4. Resultsof linear stability analysisfor lateral perturbationsof
tions (21a) and (2lb). This separation must be permissible
one-dimensionalsolitary waves. These results,from the analysisin
section4, pertain directly to the experiment shown in Figure 1. cs, if circular solutions,dependentonly on •, exist. Substituis the growth rate of a harmonic lateral instability, in units of tion of (18b) and (19b) into (16b) duplicates equation

c/2(2C%nax)
•/2(seetextfor discussion
of thenondimensionaliza(2 lb), demonstratingthat the above procedureis consistent.
tion),

and k,

is the horizontal wavenumber in

units of

The circular solitary wave solution defined by the func-

1/2(2C(Pmax)
1/2.Theindividual
curves
arelabeled
by W,thewave tions q•, 0•, and • may not be unique. However, we can

amplitude relative to the background porosity. The finite amplitude resultsin Figure 1 correspondto k,= 1.9, cs,--0.17, and W--1.8,
consistentwith the peak of the correspondingcurve here.

show

that

solutions

with

elliptical

cross

sections

(•2=x2+Ay2,A • l) do not exist,andwe suggest
that circular crosssectionsare preferred.

Equations(20), (2 la), and (21b) were solvednumerically
by a shootingmethod, integratingfrom small • (the peak of
In our earlier report on the one-dimensional system the wave) out to large • (the background). The Taylor
[Scott and Stevenson,1984] we were able to show a close seriesexpansionsfor q•, 0•, and X, at small •, were adjusted
The
correspondencebetween numerical experiments and analyti- until a decaying solution was obtained as •oo.
cal theory. Despite the greater difficulty of analyzing the asymptoticforms of the functions at large • are modified
two-dimensional system, we are able to show that solitary Bessel functions of the second kind. The solutions thus
waves of circular crosssection exist with the form and phase obtained agree with the finite difference solutions to within
a few percent in porosity profile, the velocity components,
speedimplied by the numerical results.
We proceedby rewriting equations(6), (7a) and (7b) in and the phase velocity of the wave. The finite difference
the form
results also agree with the functional forms in equations
(19a) and (19b).
$=wz+ux
(•5)
5. ANALYSIS OF Two-DIMENSIONAL SOLITARY WAVES

6. QUANTIFICATION

w=fn
[-1+(1-a)ftz+aW
2q
(16a)We are confident that the qualitative aspects of our
results are robust. For this reason, the speculative assignu--fn[(1-ct)ftx+CtW2
4
(lOb)
ment of physical dimensionsto these resultsis reservedfor
We seek a solution to equations (15), (16a), and (16b) in this separatesection. The importance of magma ascent by
which the porosity takes the form of a propagatingwave of porous flow, and particularly in magmons, is of course
dependent on such assignments. (At this point we revert to
circular cross section:
use of the term "magmon" when referring to the solitary
f (x,y,t )=q•(•)
(17) wave solutions). We present our preferred values in Table

•2----X2+y2

1.

y--=z-ct

Figure 5a-Sd showsthe variation of magmon ascentvelocities c and heights h with amplitude. The velocity plots
were produced using the one-dimensional dispersion relations presentedby Scottand Stevenson[1984]. Empirically,
these are found to provide good estimates of the ascent
velocities of magmons in two and three dimensions. The
heights are the half heights of approximate solutions to the
one-dimensional equations:

It then follows that
2

ftz--•q•
c ,- %_(•q•,,_q•,)(18a)

ftx--•---•-(•,"-,')

(18b)

where a prime denotesdifferentiationwith respectto •. On
h--[2Cfma•]
•/2 (m--0)
h=[2c]•/2 (m= 1)
(22)
comparison with equations (16a) and (16b) these suggest
the followingtrial solutionsfor the velocity components:
The approximation is good in the large-amplitude limit and

W=03(•)+y2z(•)
u=xyz(•)

(19a)

provides a lower bound for small amplitudes. The conclusion from these calculationsis that magmon half heights of

(19b) at least1 km, and magmonvelocities
of at least1 cm yr-•,
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TABLE 1. Parameters, Definitions, and Values

Parameter

Symbol
(Definition)

Porosity(liquid fraction)

f

Bulkviscosity
Shearviscosity

•

Liquid
viscosity

Ap--pS-p
I

Permeability
a

k--a2fn/ b

Grain radius

Time
scale
Velocity
scale
b

Compaction
length
c
Compaction
timec

none

g

Density
contrast

Units

1019
1019

•l

Gravity

Length
scale
ø

Value

Pas
Pas

10

Pas

100

kgm-3

10

a

m s-2

10-3

m

m2

n

2

b

104

[
/]1/2 10
T-1 [(•+4/3II)bII
'11/2 3x104
gApa
L--a (•+a/3
•)/b•

L/ T--gApa2/brl
I

30

3

none

103

none

30

km

104

yr

300

cmyr-1

•Sc--mf
(n-m)/2
%--rf 1-(n+m)/2

This table showsvarious parameter choices,all of which influence the values of the length, time,
and velocity scalesused to non-dimensionalizethe governingequations.

a The choicesof the parametersn and b in the permeabilityprovidetwo fits to the data of Maal•
and Scheie[1982]. The changein the valueof b altersthe length,time and velocityscalesas shown.

0 Weconsider
thenumerical
values
givenforthelength
andvelocity
scales
to belowerbounds
becauseof our conservativechoicesfor the grain size and densitycontrast. Note that the velocity scale
variesas the squareof the grain size.
c The expressionsfor the compactionlength and time are provided for continuity with Scott and
Stevenson[1984] and McKenzie [1984]. The exponentrn describes
the functionaldependenceof the
matrix viscosityon porosity (seeAppendix B).

are to be expected. The volume of liquid within a magmon applies beneath spreadingcenters. The second is that in
of this size, with an amplitude of about 10%, is about 1 which liquid is supplied to a stable partially molten region

km3. The maximum value of the pressuredifferencefrom below,and thissupplydominatesovermeltingwithin
betweenthe liquid and solid matrix is a few bars.

the region itselfi This may apply in regionsof the asthenosphere away from spreadingcenters, when supplied with
7. Discussion
liquid from below. In this case, magma is expected to
ascendin magmons.
The focus of this discussionis an assessmentof the likely
The transition between these two end-members may be
importance, in the earth, of magma ascent in magmons. quantified as follows. For a magmon to retain its identity,
We must first discussthe incorporation of the actual meltthe backgroundliquid fraction j• must changeslowly relaing into our modeling of magma ascent.
tive to the rate of ascent of the magmon. Expressingas an
The actual processof melting is not included in the equainequality, we obtain
tions we have been modeling. We justify our continuing
study of the systemwithout the inclusion of melting as fol! 0Jb
c
<< -(23)
lows. Coupling the melting processinto the systemhas two
J• 0t
h
effects:(1) The addition of an equation for the conservation

of energy,
balancing
theheatcapacity
andthelatentmeat Theusefulness
of thisinequality
hasbeendemonstrated
by
of melting.Thisiscoupled
to themomentum
equations
by experimentation
on the one-dimensional
system
of equathe heatsupplied
fromviscous
dissipation,
but thisis a tions,with meltingincluded.If we attribute
the melting
smallterm(asis thermal
conduction).
(2) Theaddition
of Oj•/Otto adiabatic
ascent
of thepartially
moltenrockasa
a source
termin thecontinuity
equation,
representing
the whole,
at velocity
W, wefind
time derivative of porosity due to melting. This dominates

thecouplingbetweenmeltingandmagmamigration.
This leads us to identify two end-member regimes, in
which the nature of magma ascent by porous flow is very
different. The first is that in which the flow processis dominated by the rate of supplyof liquid by melting throughout
the region of interest. As discussedbelow, this certainly

W << 3 cm yr-1

(24)

We have taken n--3, m--O, J•--1%, fma•----10%,
and 0.3 %/km
as the adiabatic rate of melting. We conclude that magmons can only survive in partially molten regions of the
mantle that are not undergoingsignificantascent.
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Fig.5. Magmon
heights
andascent
velocities.
Theseplotsshowtheascent
velocity
andapproximate
halfheightof

magmons
fora rangeof parameter
choices.SeeTable1 fordefinitions
of theparameters.
Figures
5a and5b showthe
ascent
velocity
c plottedagainst
themaximum
amplitude
fmaxof thewaveform,
onlog-linear
axes.In Figure5a, n•2
isusedforthepermeability;
in Figure5b, n--3is used.Forthesolidlines,m--0isusedforthematrixviscosity;
for

dashed
lines,
m--1isused.In eachcase,
threevalues
off0 areused;
j•--3%,1%,and0.3%.Thelarger
values
off0
correspond
to largervaluesof c. The verticalaxeshavetwo calibrations;
the italic numeralswithin the axesare the

non-dimensional
valuesof c, andtheromannumerals
aredimensional
values,
in centimeters
peryear. Notethatthe
dimensional
calibration
isdifferent
on Figures
5a and5b because
thevelocityscalein Table1 isdifferent
for n•2 and
n--3. Figures
5c and5d showthehalfheights
of magmons,
forthesamerangeof parameters
asFigures
5a and5b.
Again,thedimensional
calibration
is different
for n--2 andn--3. The experiments
shownin Figures1, 2, and3 use

n•3, m--0andf0--1%.
These
choices
correspond
tothecentral
solidlinein Figures
5band5d. Thevalues
ofJOma
x in

theseexperimentsare in the regionbelow 5%.

The problem of melting due to steady,adiabaticcessmay translateinto episodicity
in the emplacement
of
decompression
was originallyaddressed
by Turcotteand the magmaat or near the earth'ssurface.The episodic

Ahern[1978]andhasbeenreviewed
byRibe[1985]in the ascent
couldcause
eithertemporal
or spatial
periodicity
in
lightof recentworkon porousflowandcompaction.
The eraplacement.
However,we do not proposethat porous
conclusion
is that in the scenario
of a broadmantleupwel- flow deliversmagmaall the way to the earth'ssurface.
lingbeneath
a spreading
center,compaction
is not impor- Therefore
it is notclearthattheassociated
periodicity
could
tantbecause
therateof magmaescape
adjusts
to matchthe be detectable
after the operationof high-leveltransport
rate of magma production. In this setting,the thermal processes.

structure
is dominated
by the buffering
effectof the phase In the captionto Figure3, we describe
the exchange
of
change.Heattransfer
by conduction
is negligible
withinthe liquidbetweenlargeand smallsolitarywavesduringcollimeltingregime,and heat transferby movementof the sions.Solitarywavesalsoexchange
liquidwith the backmagmais temperedbecausethe magmais everywhere
in groundregionastheyascend.Consider
the velocities
of the
intimatethermalcontactwith the matrix. To this we waveformand of the liquidat variouspoints.In the back-

shouldaddthatdueto thepervasive
natureof themelting,groundregion,the liquidascends
uniformlyat the Darcy
magmaascentin magmonsis unlikelyto occurbeneath flow velocitycorresponding
to j•. The waveformascends
ridges.To relatepetrological
and geochemical
observables
fasterthanthebackground
(therelativevelocityis thequanto processes
in themantlebeneath
ridges,
theapproaches
of tity c* usedby Scottand Stevenson
[1984]). The ascent
McKenzie[1985]andO'Hara[1985]arecertainly
correct. velocityof the liquidis greatest
at thepeakof thewavebut

If, in the lightof the above,magmons
existanywhere,is still lessthan that of the waveform.Consequently,
the
theyshouldhavesomeimpacton geological
observables.
A waveformtakesin new liquid from aboveand losesits orisimplesuggestion
is that the episodicity
of the ascentpro- ginalliquidfrombelow.Therateat whichthisreplacement
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proceedsdepends on the amplitude of the wave; a larger
To describe the response of the matrix during compacwave will need to traverse more background liquid before it tion, we use the constitutive equation discussedin the text:
fills up. We note that flow of liquid through the matrix
always follows streamlines, which means that mixing
oij+ptbij=oi•/+(pt-p•)bi•--(•-2/3rl)•c•cbO+2rlb
0 (A3)
between the different liquids does not occur, even within
the magmon.
This exchangehas interesting implications for the chemical characteristicsof magma delivered from a magmon.
Supposethat a magmon ascendsthrough a region where the
liquid in the background is in equilibrium with the matrix.
As the original liquid in the magmon is replacedwith liquid
from the background, this new liquid will remain in equilibrium with the matrix. This is because the equilibrium
depends on concentrations; the effect of the passageof a
magmon is to change only the volume fraction of liquid by
collecting liquid from a vertically extensiveregion into one
place. Conversely, the liquid originally in the magmon is
left spread out in the trail of the magmon. This applies to
both major and minor elements. The effect is that if the
background liquid has a chemical signature corresponding
to a small degree of partial melting, the magmon will
deliver a large volume of this liquid in a short time. This

processis akin to zone refining, which Harris [1957] has
proposedto explain the origin of potassicbasalts.We prefer
to emphasize the more general conclusion that caution is
needed in deducing source region sizes and time scalesfor
magma escape,from petrological and geochemicalobservations.

We have discussedthe conditions for survival of magmons, the possible effect on the periodicity of igneous
emplacement, and the mechanism by which small degrees
of partial melt may be collectedand mobilized. In the light
of these, we suggestthat magma ascent in magmons may
occur beneath oceanic
tinental mantle.

volcanic

The stressdeviatoro}jistracefree and the strainrate tensor
b0 is definedin termsof the velocityfield in the matrix V,
in the usualway. The bulk viscosity• and the shearviscosity q are definedby

pt-p•=•b•:•:
o•j =2rlbij

(A4b)

tion is like that used for a compressiblefluid, except that

the liquidpressure
pt appears
asa reference
for the pressure
in the solid matrix pS. Compaction should not occur when

theseare equal. McKenzie [1984] definesa singlepressure
for both phases,equal to the liquid pressure,and allows the
stress deviator

for the matrix

to have a non-zero

trace.

The

model presented in Appendix B illustrates our alternative
approach.
We now seek to produce an equation for the conservation
of mechanical energy during compaction. This does not
include thermodynamic considerationssuch as temperature,
heat capacity, and latent heat; the objective is to produce
momentum equations describingthe mechanical processof
compaction. Consider an element of the two-phase mixture, large compared to the grain size but small compared
to the scale of variations in the mean velocity field. The
rate of work done on this element is describedby surface
integralsover the solid and liquid parts of the surfaceof the
element:

centers or in the subcon-

Power--fo0
s

FORMULATION
OFTHE EQUATIONS
GOVERNINGCOMPACTION

We think of the partially molten system as a spongelike
crystalline matrix saturated with liquid. The porosity of the
matrix phase and the volume fraction of liquid are therefore
synonymous. Both the matrix material and the liquid are
assumed to be fully connected. We use averagedvalues of
the variables such as porosity, velocity, and stress. This
averaging is performed on a scale much larger than the
grain size but much smaller than the scale of compaction
processes. We also assume that the Reynolds number is
small for the flow of both phases,so that all inertial terms
may be neglected.
we define

(i •j)

Both • and q may be functionsof f. The constitutiverela-

APPENDIX A:

First

(A4a)

a local

frame

of reference

for the two-

phase system. A suitable choice is the barycentric frame in
which the velocities of the matrix V, and liquid v, are
related by

l

=f [(1-F)oijVi-Fpl•iijvi]dS
(A5)
The final integral is over the entire surface of the element.
Here F is the "surface porosity"; to proceed we must
assumethat this is equal to the volume porosity f of the
same element. Using (A1) to eliminate the liquid velocity,
we obtain

Power=f (1-D[oo+ptbo]
V•dS•(A6)
By the divergencetheorem:

(A7)
Power
per
unit
volume=
0-••
[(1-f)(o6+pt•5•j)V•]

This step provides an illustration of the assumptionsrelated
to averaging. The local flow associatedwith compaction is
In this frame the volume fluxes of the liquid and matrix expected to vary on the scale of the grain size. We are
through any elemental surface are equal and opposite. The using the divergence theorem on a volume element that is
relationship between this local frame and a fixed global small compared to variations in the mean velocity field but
frame will be discussedlater. The statementof continuity large compared to these local fluctuations.
It will prove to be convenientto expand (A7) as follows:
of the two phases,as the liquid fraction changes,is

fvi=-(l-f)

Ot

Oxi

Vi

(A 1)

Power
per
unit
volume=(
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(A8)
O[(1-f)(6ij+pttSij)]
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+Vi
o---•j
[(1-f)(o•j+pltSij)]
(A14)

We can extract the equations describingconservation of
The rate of viscousdissipationin the deforming matrix is
momentum
from
this statement
of conservation
of
given by
mechanical energy by bringing out the common factor of
U:
(A9)

-gApf•z+ •

wherebo is the strainrate. On the left-handside,we use

1 8 [(l_f)(o0+ptS•j)
]

(•-f)

our understanding of the matrix rheology to divide to
viscousdissipationin the matrix into two pans, correspond- or
ing to shearand compaction. An underlyingassumptionis
(A15)
that the cross terms between shear stressand compaction
strain, and vice versa, sum to zero when locally averaged.
Note that since the stresstensor is symmetric, we will later
be able to cancel the right-hand side of (A9) with the first
(•-f) 0.,9
term on the right-hand side of (A8).
The rate of viscousdissipationin the liquid must scaleas
This equation may be obtained when those given by
the squareof the velocity differencebetween the liquid and McKenzie [1984, equationsA20 and A21] are placed in the
solid matrix:
barycentricframe, except that our k is equivalent to k(1-f)
in his version. This is an inconsequential difference that
l
(A10) can be absorbedinto the definition of k. The expressionin
the square brackets is the pressuregradient that is available
We choosethis form so that our final equation will be con- to drive relative flow of the liquid and matrix. The three
sistentwith the form of Darcy's law for buoyancy-driven terms are buoyancy, matrix compaction, and force between
porous flow, without compaction, given by Turcotte and the two phasesdue to gradientsin f. We note that the latter
term is O(f) relative to the other two; for this reason we
Ahem [1978]:
omitted it from the momentum equation in our earlier
report [Scott and Stevenson,1984]. As mentioned in the
(All)
text, additional terms of O(f) might arise through changes
in the way the equations are formulated. Here we have
This definesthe permeability k. D. P. McKenzie (personal obtained (A15) by consideringthe conservationof mechanicommunication, 1985) has noted that in the original experi- cal energy;it may also be obtained by balancing the surface
mentalform of Darcy'slaw, Opt/Oxireplaces
gApS•zin and body forces on an element of the two-phase medium,
(A11). This leadsto an additional factor of (l-f) multiply- with the same assumptionsof creepingflow and averaging.
ing k when Darcy's law is presentedin the form of (A11).
The closedsystemof governingequationsin the variables
This redefinitionis quantitativelyunimportant when f<< 1, f and ¾ consistsof (A2), (A3), (A12), and (A15). These
becauseof the strongvariation of k with f given below in may be non-dimensionalizedusing the dimensional scalesL
(A12).
and T in Table 1. These equations were derived in a
Recalling the discussionof' permeability in the text, we specific,local frame of reference. In general,there may be
usea simplefunctional dependenceof' k on f:
relative motion between the barycentric frames defined in
different localities. The inclusion of the dynamics of these
motions leads to the complete set of governing equations
b
given by McKenzie [1984]. For the calculationspresented
where a is the grain size and n and b are parameters. The in this paper, we have assumedthat thesemotions are neglivariation of k with f is a sourceof nonlinearityin the final gible and have solved the local governing equations in a
fixed global frame. This approximation is discussedfurther
equations,becauseexponent n has a value of at least 2.

Rate
ofdissipation
inthe
liquid=(1-f)•
ViVi

f(viVi)--V/=
•-•7gApaiz

k--a2fn

(A12)

The system is driven by the release of gravitational
energy. The rate of releaseis

in section 3 of the text.

We present the momentum equations for the constant
viscositycase,with the stressesexpressedexplicitly in terms
of velocity gradients. For two-dimensional Cartesian coor(A13)
dinates, the components of matrix velocity in the vertical
(z) and horizontal (x) directions are w and u respectively.
The algebraicform of Darcy's law (A11) can be recovered Subscriptsindicate partial differentiation with respectto the
using (A10) and (A13), ignoring the effectsof matrix defor- spatial coordinates:
mation.

The equation for the conservationof mechanicalenergy
is obtained using the expressionsfor the dissipationin the
two phases,(A9) and (A10); the rate of work (A8); and the
rate of releaseof gravitationalenergy(A13):

(1-f)--•--•
V•
Vi---gAp(1-f)
V•Siz

W
=•'•i[--gAp-l(•-.k
4/3
'l]
)Wzz
-I-'l]
Wxx
-I(•-b
1/3
'l]
)Uxz
(•-f)
fz[(•+4/3rl)wz+(•_2/3rl)ux]_(
(A16a)
,/3n)Wxz
u--rl--T[(i+4/3n)Uxx+nU=+(i+
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0v+0w]--0

fz)q(u,+wx)
fx[(•+4/3rl)Ux+(•_2/3rl)Wzl_
(l_f
(A16b)

(l-f)

(B5)

For cylindrical polar coordinates,with no azimuthal varia- The outer boundary condition (B3) is consistentwith the
tion, the componentsof matrix velocity in the vertical (z) incompressibilityof both phasesand horizontal uniformity.
and radial (r) directions are w and D:
Equation (B4) is the balance of normal stressat the tubule
wall, assumingthat the wall is vertical. Equation (B5) is the
balanceof tangential stressat the tubule wall, assumingthat

w--'----gAp+(•+4/3rl)Wzz+rl(Wrr+'-•
-)
Dz

qt<<qs. Noticethatwe do not needto imposeconditions
on the stressat the outer boundary.
By inspection, these equations are satisfiedto high accuracy by '•plug flow" in which w and pS are independent of r

fr

+(•+l/3q)(Drz+-•
--)-(l--f)B(Wr+Dz)

and

(A17a)

(Ro
2-r2) dw

k[

(

-

D-- 2r dz

Dr

]])(Drr-['
T--3)-['1]
Dzz-['
(•-['
1/3
'l])Wrz

(B6)

The justification for all the approximations leading to (B6)

q(Dz-['Wr)is
over
which
compaction
taking
place.This
inequality
--(i--f)
that
Ro
<<L,
where
Lisis
the
macroscopic
length
scale
enablesus to neglect deviations of the tubule wall from the

fr

(A17b) vertical.SinceL/Ro variesas (rlS/rll)
1/2thisinequality
is
satisfied
whenqt<<qS. It followsfromequation
(B4)that
APPENDIX B:

pl_ps._q*
dw
dz

MODEL OF ONE-DIMENSIONAL COMPACTION

Consider an infinite, vertical column of solid, with a hex-

agonalcrosssectionof area nRo
2. At the centerof the
column

is a vertical

tubule

of circular

cross-section

and

radius Ri<<Ro.
We fill all space with similar columns,
such that any horizontal plane is tessellatedby hexagons,
and the tubules form a triangular lattice. Each tubule of
this model porous matrix is filled with liquid. The solid
and liquid phasesare separatelyincompressibleand of very
similar density.
We wish to solve for the flow field in the solid during
compaction, i.e., as Ri changes. Since Ri <<Ro, it is a good
approximation to replace the hexagonal boundary of each
column with a circular boundary of radius Ro. This permits us to use cylindrical coordinates (z,r) centered on the
axis of the tubule. The correspondingcomponents of flow
in the solid are w and D. The complete set of equations
governingflow in the solid is

which shows explicitly how compaction and the pressure
differenceare related. This equation definesa ' compaction

viscosity"
q* for thissimplemodel:
q--=

(B8)

+1 qs

Comparison with equations derived in Appendix A shows

that q* corresponds
to the composite
quantity•+4/3q. To
complete the specification of the simple model, we include
the Poiseuille flow of the liquid:

wl(r)_w
= (R•-r2)
[dPl
+lg
4ql [-•zzp

(B9)

and impose conservation of volume:
al

lr Or•-•--(rD)+
OW
=o
Oz

(B7)

no

(B1)

(BlO)

0 13(rD
)+0z
('}2D__•
10p
(B2a)
2 qs
Ors
The superscripts1 refer to quantities in the liquid.

Or r

1 o[rOW]+
02w=l__

g
r Or[ OrJ Oz2 qS O•+pS

This

leads,finally, to a modified Darcy's law in the form
(B2b)
W •

wherepSandpl arethepressures
of the solidandliquid,ps

8q/ -gAp+•zz[q
f2Rø2
+(l+f)
dIß-•zz]
f q.d--•-

(Bll)

and qs are the density and viscosityof the solid, and g is

the acceleration
dueto gravity.Equation
(B1)expresses
where
fmR•/R2o
istheliquidfraction
andAp•ps-p
l.
A realistic model of the compaction process should
continuity of the deforming solid. Equations (B2a) and
include
a complex tubule geometry and compaction occur(B2b) are the componentsof the Navier-Stokesequation.
ring by grain-boundary transport processesas well as the
The boundary conditions are
continuum deformation of the solid in this simple model.
D(Ro)=O
(B3) This simple model illustrates three features that realistic
models should share:

a,_--p,
[-pS+2qs-•-r
(B4)

1. The pressure difference between the solid and liquid
drives the compaction. This is true even if the compaction
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mechanism involves grain boundary transport or pressure tive at time t +l/2&, the quantitiesin equation(C1) mustbe
solution.

estimated

2. Terms of order f relative to the main terms (e.g., the
third term on the right-hand side of equation (B11)) may
exist but cannot be computed with confidence. Different
assumptions in the above model are found to lead to

method (seePresset al. [1986]). The centeringis achieved

at that time.

We use an iterative

Lax-Wendroff

by estimatingof the porositydistributionat t+l/2&, and

reevaluating the velocity field. This procedure is iterated
until subsequentestimates of the centered time derivative
different terms of this order.
Thus different
theoretical
converge. We have chosen to gauge this convergenceby
approachesare only likely to agreein the limit f--•0.
tracing the relative convergenceof the largest value of the
3. The valueof q* (andby inference• and q) may vary time derivative within the grid. Convergenceto within 1
stronglywith the porosityf, when f<< 1. Scott and Steven- part in 103usuallyrequires2-4 iterations.
The grid size was chosen after studying the exact analytic
son [1984] proposed
the functionalform q*=q•v-m, with
the exponent rn varying between 0 and 1.
solution for the one-dimensional, n--3, constant viscosity
The physically appealing but simplified nature of this case, and performing some experiments on the onemodel guides our formulation of a more complete theory dimensional system of equations. The minimum grid size
presented in Appendix A. It is our belief, however, that no that can be used is controlled by the sharpnessof the transi"exact" formulation is possible. For complex tubule tion between the uniform background region and the main
geometries,unverifiable assumptionsmust be made in con- body of the waveform. The grid heightsused in the experinecting the microscopic description (on the scale of the ments shown here are: Figure 2, 60 points; Figure 3, 120
grain size Ro) to the macroscopicdescription (on the scale points; Figure 4, 100 points. In both the Cartesian and
of compaction L).
cylindrical casesthe lateral and vertical grid spacingsare
equal. The time step is then chosen with reference to the
APPENDIX C:
maximum phase velocity expectedto arise during the experiment. The calculations shown in this paper each took
NOTES ON THE NUMERICAL METHOD
roughly 3 hours on a VAX 11/780.
For this discussion, we use nondimensionalized versions
All the calculations presented here were performed using
of equations (A2), (A16a), and (A16b) from Appendix A, a scrolling grid, in order to keep the solitary waves away
from the top and bottom edgesof the grid while minimizing
with the O(f) terms omitted and with •=rl.
computational time. The equations were, however, always
f•=Wz+Ux
(C1) solved in the barycentric frame. The scrolling is accomplishedby adding a new row of grid points at the top of the
grid between time stepsand removing a row from the bottom. The new points all have f=J•, the background porosity. This procedure is justified because we always ensure
that nonuniform regions of porosity do not approach the
The first part of the algorithm solvesequations (C2a) and edgesof the grid.
(C2b) for the velocity field, given the porosity distribution.
The accuracy of the calculations have been assessedby
We solve (C2a) for the vertical velocity and (C2b) for the repeating certain examples with different grid sizes. First,
lateral velocity, using the alternating direction implicit we have studied the effects of these changeson the solitary
finite-difference method, with second-order estimates of the wavesused in the initial state of Figure 4. We note the folderivatives(see, for example, Press et al. [1986]). In this lowing:
method, each equation is solved in each direction; the most
1. Solitary waves that propagate for many wavelengths
recent values of the vertical and lateral velocity are used to with changes
in the waveformof lessthan 1 part in 104are
estimate terms that are not included in the solution.
For
always produced after some transient adjustment.
example, in solving (C2a) in the z-direction, we solve for w
2. Halving the time step (from the maximum permitted
and Wzz,using estimatesfor the remaining terms. The solu- by the velocity of the wave) changesthe wave amplitude by
tion consistsof the inversion of a tridiagonal matrix of the less than 0.1%.
valuesof the velocity field.
3. Halving the grid size (by interpolating) and the time
Boundary conditions on the velocity field are applied dur- step changesthe wave amplitude by lessthan 0.5%.
ing this calculation. The models shown in this paper are
The measured phase velocity also changes slightly. We
concerned with the behavior of solitary waves within a expect some changes,correspondingto the changesin wave
region of uniform porosity, so no matrix deformation amplitude; the observed changes are comparable to those
occurs near the boundaries. We have found that zero-slope predicted from the dispersion relation for one-dimensional
boundary conditions at the external boundaries, on both solitary waves.
componentsof the velocity, are suitable.
Second, we have repeated the calculation shown in Figure
The secondpart of the algorithm is the advancementof f 4a, with a halved grid size and time step. The phase shift
in time. Given some distribution of melt at time t, we wish of the larger wave that arisesthrough the collision with the
to find the distribution at time t+fit. The time derivative of smaller wave changesby less than 2%. Errors in the phase
porosity is given explicitly by equation (C1), in terms of the shift would accumulate through the several hundred time
velocity field in the matrix and the porosity distribution. stepsperformed, so we consider this to be a searchingtest.
We also note that calculations have been performed using
This is solved using explicit finite differences. Since the
dominant terms in equation (C1) are first derivatives of the the complete form of equations (A2), (A16a), and (A16b),
velocity field, we define the velocity on a grid symmetrically and using simplified forms with the O(f) terms omitted.
offset from that of the porosity. To center the time deriva- The latter were used for direct comparison with the analysis

w--f
n[-14-Wzz4-3/7
Wxx4-4/7
l,lxz
]
(C2a)
l,l=fn[l,
lxxq-3/71,1zzq-4/7
Wxz
]
(C2b)
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presented in sections 4 and 5 of the text. However, the Ribe, N., The generation and compaction of partial melts in the
earth's mantle, Earth Planet. Sci. Lett., 73, 361-376, 1985.
differences that arise when O(f) terms are included are
small. In particular, inclusion of these terms has no effect Richter, F. M., and D. P. McKenzie, Dynamical modelsfor melt
segregationfrom a deformable matrix, J. Geol., 92, 729-740,
on the existenceor stability of solitary wave solutions.
1984.
Scott, D. R., and D. J. Stevenson,Magma solitons,Geophys.Res.
Lett., 11, 1161-1164, 1984.
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